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Abstract. This paper presents a simple technique for motion detection in 
steady-camera video sequences. It consists of three stages. Firstly, a coarse 
moving edge representation is computed by a set of arithmetic operations  
between a given frame and two equidistant ones (initially the nearest ones). 
Secondly, non-desired edges are removed by means of a filtering technique. 
The previous two stages are enough for detecting edges corresponding to ob-
jects moving in the image plane with a dynamics higher than the camera’s cap-
ture rate. However, in order to extract moving edges with a lower dynamics, a 
scheme that repeats the previous two stages at different time scales is per-
formed. This temporal scheme is applied over couples of equidistant frames and 
stops when no new information about moving edges is obtained or a maximum 
number of iterations is reached. Although the proposed approach has been 
tested on human body motion detection it can be used for detecting moving ob-
jects in general. Experimental results with scenes containing movements at dif-
ferent speeds are presented. 

1   Introduction 

A number of techniques for motion detection have been proposed during last years 
(e.g., [1], [2], [3]). An extensive survey of the current state of the art in image change 
detection is given in [4]. The most common approaches compute a background image 
and then threshold the difference between each frame and this estimated background. 
This difference will automatically unveil moving objects (foreground) present in the 
scene. Background modeling and subtraction approaches have been extensively used 
and mainly rely on the use of color or luminance information (e.g. [5], [6]). [7] util-
izes color and edge information in order to improve the quality and reliability of the 
results. It requires several frames to compute an initial estimation of the background 
image. Since the background is exposed to permanent changes, it has to be updated 
periodically. Typical approaches update background model by means of Gaussian 
mixtures [8]. 

In contrast to iterative updating algorithms, [9] proposes a background estimation 
algorithm that utilizes a global optimization to identify the periods of time in which 
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background content is visible in a small block of the image. Since foreground regions 
are excluded, no bias towards the foreground color will occur in the reconstructed 
background. The main drawback of background-modeling techniques appears when 
moving objects always overlap the same area. 

On the contrary to previous approaches, the difference between consecutive images 
was also used to detect motion. For instance, [10] and [11] propose techniques based 
on the difference between consecutive frames. In [10], moving objects are detected by 
a combination of three edge maps: a) a background edge map, b) an edge map com-
puted from the difference of two consecutive frames, and c) an edge map from the 
current frame. In both approaches an interframe scheme that only considers two con-
secutive frames is proposed; therefore, objects moving with a low dynamics are only 
detected by both an edge labeling process and a parameters’ tuning process.  

Our work is closely related to the work presented in [10]. However, it is more ad-
vantageous than [10] since: (1) efficiency is higher due to the fact that there is no 
need to compute a background model, (2) moving objects are directly extracted by 
means of their moving edges without tuning any user defined parameter and (3) com-
plex scenes, containing objects with different dynamics, can be processed. The pro-
posed technique is based on the use of arithmetic operations between the current 
frame and other two equidistant ones (backward and forward along the video se-
quence). It allows handling scenes containing bodies moving at different speeds.  

The proposed technique consists of three stages. Firstly, a coarse representation of 
moving edges is computed. Secondly, that representation is filtered given rise to an 
image only containing those objects moving with a speed higher than the camera’s 
capture rate. Finally, these two stages are applied iteratively in order to extract all the 
moving objects present in the current frame. The paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the moving edge detection stage. Section 3 presents the filtering 
stage, proposed to remove non-moving edges generated in noisy regions. The iterative 
process is presented in section 4. Experimental results are presented in section 5 and 
conclusions are finally given in section 6. 

2   Moving Edge Detection 

Given a video sequence defined by f frames, the algorithm starts by computing their 
corresponding edges by means of the Canny edge detector [12]. These segmented 
frames, Ei, contain all the edges of the input frames, Fi. At this first stage the objective 
is to extract a coarse description of those edges defining moving objects. 

In order to detect those edges, a set of arithmetic operations is applied over three 
consecutive frames {n-m, n, n+m}. The philosophy of this first stage is to detect mov-
ing edges based on the fact that they will be placed at different positions when con-
secutive frames are considered. Firstly, the signed differences between edges  
extracted from a central frame and edges corresponding to two nearest neighbors are 
computed (DEl = ⎣En – En-1⎦ and DEr = ⎣En – En+1⎦). From these differences, only 
positive pixels are considered; pixels with a negative value are set to zero. Each one 
of these new images (DEl , DEr) essentially contains moving edges together with 
some background edges occluded by the non-overlapped difference (DEl , DEr). The 
latter will be called δ edges, see Fig. 3(bottom). The amount of δ edges depends on 
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the speed of the moving objects in the image plane. In addition to the previous edges, 
the new images also contain edges generated by noisy data or by small differences in 
the edge representation computed by the Canny edge detector (edges are quite sensi-
tive to light variations). All these non-moving edges will be removed during the next 
stage by a filtering algorithm, while δ edges are easily removed by merging the com-
puted images (DEl , DEr) through an AND logical operation: 

 ME = DEl ∩ DEr (1) 

δ edge removal stage is one of the differences with respect to [10], where occluded 
edges are removed by using an edge map generated by combining background edges 
and the edges of the current frame. 

 

Fig. 1. (left) Original frame. (right) Edge representation computed by the Canny edge detector. 

DEl = E480-E479 DEr = E480-E481 ME = DEl  DEr  

Fig. 2. (left) Edges computed by subtracting to the central frame the previous one. (center) 
Result after subtracting the next one. (right) Final edge representation ME, computed from DEl 
and DEr. 

As mentioned above, an image ME still contains edges belonging to non-moving 
objects generated by noisy data. They are removed next by a filtering stage. Fig. 
2(right) shows an illustrations of the resulting ME image, corresponding to Fig. 1, 
computed after merging Fig. 2(left) with Fig. 2(center). Notice that at this particular 
sequence, motion is performed with a low dynamics⎯a walking displacement; hence, 
there are not unveiled δ edges in Fig. 2(left) neither in Fig. 2(center). Notice that DEl, 
DEr and therefore ME, contain some edges corresponding to noisy data from  
Fig. 1(right), which will be removed next. 
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DEl = E128-E127 DEr =  E128-E129 ME = DEl  DEr

 edges 

 

Fig. 3. (top-left) Original frame. (top-right) Edge representation computed by the Canny edge 
detector. (bottom-left) Edges computed by subtracting to the central frame the previous one. 
(bottom-center) Result after subtracting the next one. (bottom-right) Final edge representation 
ME, computed from DEl and DEr. 

Fig. 3 shows the result obtained with a scene containing a movement having higher 
dynamics. Differently to the previous case, Fig. 3(bottom-left) and Fig. 3(bottom-
center) show some δ edges. The final edge representation is shown in Fig. 3(bottom-
right), again there are some edges corresponding to noisy data. 

3   Non-moving Edge Removal 

The outcome of the previous stage is an image containing edges belonging to objects 
moving with a speed, in the image plane, higher than the camera capture rate. In addi-
tion, that image contains edges belonging to non-moving objects, which are originated 
due to the fact that the random noise created in one frame is different from the one 
created in other frames. These differences generate slight changes in the edge position 
(or new edges), which make that even stationary background edges are not removed 
when the differences between the current frame and its neighbors is computed (DEl , 
DEr) (see Fig. 2(right) and Fig. 3(bottom-right)). The objective at this stage is to re-
move all these non-moving edges.  

As shown in [10] and [11], an easy and robust way to extract a noiseless edge rep-
resentation of moving edges is to apply the Canny operator over the 

difference of two original frames ζ(⎢Fn – Fn-1⎥), instead of performing the difference 
of the computed edges. It is because Gaussian convolution, included in the Canny 
operator, suppresses the noise in the luminance difference by smoothing it: 

 ζ(⎢Fn – Fn-1⎥) = θ (∇G*⎢Fn – Fn-1⎥) (2) 
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l( F480 – F479 ) r( F480 – F481 )  = l  r

l( F128 – F127 ) r( F128 – F129 )  = l  r

 

Fig. 4. (top) Filter mask for merged edges (ME) shown in Fig. 2(right). (bottom) Filter mask for 
merged edges (ME) shown in Fig. 3(bottom-right). 

MovEdges(480,1)

MovEdges(480,m) 

m={1,3}

MovEdges(480,m) 

m={1,3,6}

MovEdges(128,m) 

m={1,3}

MovEdges(128,m) 

m={1,3,6}
MovEdges(128,1)

 

Fig. 5. (top) Moving edges extracted from frame 480, Fig. 1(top-right), after two iterations. 
(bottom) Moving edges extracted from frame 128, Fig. 3(top-right ), after two iterations. 

where the edges of the original input frames difference, ζ(⎢Fn – Fn-1⎥), are computed 
by the Canny edge detector by performing a gradient operation ∇ on the Gaussian 
convoluted image G*F, followed by applying the nonmaximum suppression to the 
gradient magnitude to thin the edges and the thresholding operation with hysteresis to 
detect and link them (θ). This strategy has already been used in [10] to extract the 
edges of moving objects by merging this representation with other two edge map 
representations (edges from the background, automatically or manually computed, 
and edges from the current frame). In the current implementation we propose to take 
advantage of this noiseless edge representation and to use it as a filtering mask.  
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Similarly, two representations are computed: ζl(⎢Fn – Fn-1⎥) and ζ r(⎢Fn – Fn+1⎥). These 
representations are merged together, by means of an OR logical operation, giving rise 
to a single image that is the sought filtering mask: 

 Ω = ζ l ∪ ζ r (3) 

Fig. 4 shows filter masks for the two examples previously presented. Finally, this 
mask is applied over the edge representation computed in (1), through an AND logi-
cal operation. The resulting representation only contains those moving edges present 
at the frame n, when its two nearest frames (n±1) are considered:  

 MovEdges(n,1) = Ω ∩ ME (4) 

The previous scheme only detects objects moving with a speed higher than the 
camera’s capture rates (only two nearest frames were used). It cannot work properly 
with all the possible situations—low dynamics or temporarily still moving objects. In 
order to handle these situations the following scheme is proposed. 

4   Detecting Moving Objects 

The previous stages can easily be extended by considering not only the two nearest 
frames but a combination of two frames equidistant to the one under study. In this 
way, an iterative process has been proposed to detect all the spectra of moving edges 
present in the scene. 

Let En be the edges extracted from frame n by using the Canny operator. The tech-
nique presented in previous sections, is now used by taking into account a couple of 
frames placed at m backward and forward positions from n (m>1). Again, moving 
edges computed by (1) are filtered by means of (3), also computed from the frame n 
together with both n±m frames. The variable m is incremented after every iteration 
and the computed moving edges, MovEdges(n,m), are merged with previous re-
sults⎯OR operation. This iterative process is applied until no new information about 
moving edges is extracted or a maximum number of iterations is reached. In this case 
the algorithm stops and moving objects are defined by the extracted moving edges. 

In order to speed up the process, in the current implementation the variable m has 
been increased by a step of three frames after each iteration (m += 3). An attractive 
point of the proposed scheme, when human motion is considered, is that this itera-
tive approach allows detecting all body parts independently of their particular dy-
namics. Human body displacement (e.g. walking, running) is a good example of a 
movement involving different dynamics. Its particularity, over other rigid moving 
objects, is that in spite of the fact that the center of gravity could have associated a 
constant velocity, each body part has a different non-constant velocity; this veloc-
ity, for example during a walking period, is temporarily null for the foot that is in 
contact with the floor. Hence, detection of human body displacement is an attractive 
topic, where, up to our knowledge none of those algorithms based on the use of 
only two consecutive frame differences is able to efficiently detect without further 
considerations.  
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MovEdges(128,m)     m={1,3}MovEdges(128,1)  

Fig. 6. (top-left) Original frame. (top-right) Edge representation computed by the Canny edge 
detector. (bottom-left) Moving edges extracted after one iteration. (bottom-right) Moving edges 
extracted after two iterations. 

5   Experimental Results 

The proposed technique has been tested with several video sequences depicting body 
motion having different dynamics. In the paper two different illustrations have been 
used (one with low dynamics and the other with high dynamics). Fig. 5 shows final 
results of both illustrations. Fig. 5(top-left) has been obtained after filtering Fig. 
2(right) with the mask presented in Fig. 4(top-right). While Fig. 5(top-center) and 
Fig. 5(top-right) present moving edges obtained after two and three iterations respec-
tively—edges corresponding to the highlighted region in Fig. 5(top-left) have been 
recovered when frames further than one position were considered. Fig. 5(bottom-left) 
has been obtained after filtering Fig. 3(bottom-right) with the mask presented in Fig. 
4(bottom-right). Similarly, the highlighted region corresponds to the body part with 
lowest dynamics. Fig. 5(bottom-center) and Fig. 5(bottom-right) present moving 
edges obtained after two and three iterations respectively. 

Fig. 6 presents results obtained with an indoor video sequence. Fig. 6(top-left) 
shows an original frame, while its corresponding edges, computed by Canny edge 
detector, are presented in Fig. 6(top-right). Moving edges obtained after one and two 
iterations are presented in Fig. 6(bottom). 

Finally, although at the current implementation segmenting the bodies’ region is 
not addressed, they can be easily handled by detecting regions bounded by the first 
and last edge points along rows and columns [10]. Extracted points will define the 
moving body regions. 
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6   Conclusions 

This paper described a simple technique for recovering moving objects by extracting 
their defining edges—moving edges. Further works will consider labeling those non-
moving edges as background edges. In this way, if it necessary, a background repre-
sentation could be incrementally generated; moreover after computing a full back-
ground image, where some measure of confidence is reached, the algorithm could 
switch from moving edge detection to a background subtraction approach, probably 
reducing CPU time.  

Improvements of the proposed technique with respect to [10] are mainly in two as-
pects. First, all the spectra of moving objects is recovered; and second there is no need 
to generate a background edge map neither to tune particular parameters. The main 
advantage over those background modeling techniques is that the proposed approach 
can be applied whenever it is required, without having to process a large part of the 
video. 
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